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Access Anywhere - The hosted smart access platform gives you access anytime, anywhere from your mobile device or computer 
through the Internet. This allows you to grant or deny access, change door schedules, view reports, and have full control of your access
platform when you need it, all while being connected to one of the most secure data centers in America. 

Centrally Managed - Connect multiple Door Controllers at more than one site to the hosted smart access platform to centrally 
manage your entire system. Whether connected through our pro wireless or ethernet platform the system works in unison with a 
centrally managed database.

Lower Cost - Eliminating the need for additional hardware provides signi�cant upfront cost savings while reducing your overall
cost of ownership. You will also never pay for a software upgrade while on the hosted smart access platform. This is how we make 
hosted access an a�ordable solution, whether controlling one or one thousand doors.

Easy-to-Use - The simplicity of our smart access software transfers seamlessly to ProdataKey’s hosted solution. You can expect all
the features smart access is known for, giving you full control over the entire access platform, such as email and text alerts, mobile 
application, real-time con�guration, and if/then statements.

Always Up-to-Date - The smart access platform is always evolving to stay one of the most nimble and advanced access solutions, 
which means the smarter we make our software platform, the smarter your access system becomes, without the need to upgrade your
hardware each time new software is released.

Real-Time - All changes made to your hosted access control solution are real-time. Whether adding, changing, or deleting access, you
will never have to go through the process of uploading or downloading panels. Ease-of-use and timely response provide a more secure 
environment across each platform.

smart accesshosted 

AND / OR

Hosted Access - ProdataKey has developed a fully hosted, more cost e�ective access control platform that is secure and easy-to-use. 
Each Controller is connected back to the ProdataKey data center through your choice of ethernet and / or pro wireless connections. 
Simply log into the hosted server platform to con�gure, add, change, and remove data. Now that’s smart access!

pro wirelessethernet
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